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1. INTRODUCTION 
One reason why the finite groups of Lie type are in some senses better 
understood than the sporadic simple groups is due to their possessing what 
is called a parabolic system. This has led to a number of attempts to extend 
the concept of a parabolic system and of certain associated ideas such as 
that of the diagram of a parabolic system. In this paper we will study those 
minimal parabolic systems whose diagram is -2 (we shall 
define these terms shortly). Our interest in this type of minimal parabolic 
system stems from the existence of the following series. 
Groups containing such 
Diagram a minimal parabolic system 
-L- M2,, He 
0 M 
(Mz4, He, . 1, and M denote, respectively, the Mathieu group of degree 24, 
Held’s simple group, Conway’s largest simple group, and the Monster sim- 
ple group). Information on these minimal parabolic systems may be gained 
by consulting [S]. See also [4] where these geometries were originally 
discovered (from the viewpoint of maximal parabolic subgroups). 
We now introduce some terminology. Suppose that G is a (possibly 
infinite) group and that S is a finite 2-subgroup of G. A finite subgroup P 
of G containing S is called a minimal parabolic subgroup if O,(P) # 1 and 
N,,(S) is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of P. Let {P, , . . . . P,} be 
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a set of minimal parabolic subgroups of G and put Z= { 1, . . . . n>. For i, Jo Z 
we set P, = (Pi, Pi>. Then {P, , . . . . P,} is called a minimal parabolic system 
of rank n if 
(i) G=(P,~i~Z~)#(Pj~j~.Z)foreachpropersubset.ZofI;and 
(ii) for each i, j E Z, P, is a finite group and SE Syl, P,. 
In this paper we shall be interested in a more specific kind of minimal 
parabolic system, as described in Hypothesis A. 
HYPOTHESIS A. {P,, . . . . P,] is a minimal parabolic system such that 
Pi/O*( Pi) = S3 for all i E I. 
Note that when Hypothesis A holds, then PI n P, n . . . n P, = S. 
Assuming Hypothesis A holds (and setting P, = P,/O,(P,)) for i, Jo Z 
we associate a diagram to {P, , . . . . P,} as follows. Let Z be the nodes of the 
diagram and let i, Jo I. The rules for joining nodes are 
0 0 
1 i 
if and only if P, E S3 2 S, ; 
- 
1 i 
if and only if P,E L,(2); and 
c&Lo if and only if P, z 3,. 
(& denotes the group H which is uniquely specified by requiring H’ to be 
the non-split triple cover of A6, H’ = C,(O,(H)) and H/O,(H’) z &-see 
[6, Sect. 21 for further details.) 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the following result. 
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose Hypothesis A holds with n = 4 and suppose that 
the associated diagram is 
r.. 
1 2 3 4 
Put so = coreGS If lS/core<p,,p,,p,> Sj # 29, and IS/&l # 21°, then one of the 
following holds: 
(a) IS/Sol = 221 and O,(P,,)/S, has a P,, chief series 
O2( P34) = X0 > Xl > X2 > XJ > X4 = So, 
where IX,/X,j = jX,/X,l = 26, (X,/X,I = 2, and IX,/X,l = 24. 
(b) IS/Sol = 225 and 02(P34)/So has a P,, chief series 
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where I~Ol~lI = IX*/X,I = IXJX,l = II6 and IXl/X21 = IX,lX,l = 
IX,/X61 = 2. 
An example of alternative (a) occurs in .l while the author knows of no 
instances of (b). The configuration in (b) will be the subject of a later 
paper. In [6] it is shown that )S/core<P,,P,,P,,SI =29 or 21°. It has not 
proved possible, so far, to find an example of the 29 case nor to show that 
this possibility cannot arise. So, in view of [6], the assumption 
(S/core CP2,Pj,Pq) SI # 29 implies that S/core(,,, Pj,P4) S = 21°. 
The ideas and techniques used in proving our main theorem have 
evolved from those presented in [6]. Indeed, the perspective here is the 
same as that of [6], namely the studying of certain subgroups at the “top” 
of S so as to produce many more subgroups lower down the subgroup 
lattice of S with the ultimate goal being the discovery of subgroups which 
are simultaneously normalized by Pi, Pi, P,, and P4. Of course, such sub- 
groups will be contained in So. This paper is almost entirely self-contained, 
only requiring some material from [ 1, 61. 
We now indicate the lay-out of this paper. Section 2 sets up notation and 
assembles various results, mostly from [ 1, 61 and Section 3 is concerned 
with certain representations over GF(2). The 6-dimensional irreducible 
GF(2) &-modules play a pivotal role in some of our arguments. So, in Sec- 
tion 3, we examine such representations closely. In Section 4 we begin our 
study of minimal parabolic systems having O--C+- z -o as their 
diagram and the following section sees the start of our exploration of the 
subgroup lattice of S. Sections 5 and 6 introduce many subgroups, the most 
important being T2, T3, and T4. Using the information amassed in 
previous sections, we are able, in Section 7, to locate So and complete the 
proof of the main theorem. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The main purpose of this section is to gather together certain details 
from Cl, 61 and to set up sufficient notation for our later study of minimal 
parabolic systems with diagram w  : N o . 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose G is a group isomorphic to either L,(2) or ,!?, and 
let SE Syl, G. 
(i) There is a unique minimal parabolic system {X, Y} of rank 2 con- 
taining S for which X/O,(X) E S, z Y/O,(Y). If G r L,(2), then Xz S, z Y 
andifGzg6, then XzSs,xZ2z Y. 
(ii) If G z L,(2), then there exists x E X\S and y E Y\S such that 
x2 = y* = (xy)3 = 1. 
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(iii) Suppose XE X\S and YE Y\S. Then G= (x, y, O,(X)) = 
(x3 Y7 a Y) >. 
Proof: For the case G z L,(2) see [4, (2.1)]. When Gz S, part (i) is 
proved in [6, (2.2)]. So it remains to prove (iii) when Gz 3,. 
By part (i), Y= Z( Y) x Y* where Y* %‘S,. Since U,(X) a X and 
Z(Y)< O*(X)< S< Y, we have O,(X)n Y* 4 Y* and lO,(X)n Y*l=2’. 
Let y E Y\S. Then y = zy* for some z E Z( Y) and some y* E Y*. Since y 4 S, 
yap Y*\(Y* nS). Now the argument used in [6, (2.l)(iii)] gives 
Y* = (y*, O,(X) n Y*). Hence 
(Y, O,(X)) = (Y, z, I, 2 <v*, WX)) 2 (Z(Y), r*> = K 
and so 
<A Y, O,(X)) = (x, Y> = (X, Y) = G. 
Likewise (x, y, O*(Y)) = G may be proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G r s, and SE Syl,G. Let {A’, Y} be the minimal 
parabolic system given in Lemma 2.1(i) and let x E X\S, y E Y\S with x and 
y 2-elements. Then [x, O,(X)] & O,(Y) and [y, O,(Y)] C O,(X). 
Proof: We prove that [x, O,(X)] & O,(Y); the other statement may 
be proved similarly. Since we have x$0,(X) and Xz S, x Z,, it follows 
that l[O,(X), x11=2 and [O,(X), x] #Z(X). Also we note that x 
centralizes ([O,(X), x], Z(X)). If [O,(X), x] < O,(Y) were to hold, then 
(as I o,(X) n 02( VI = 2*) ( CO,(X), xl, Z(X) > = O,(X) n O,(Y), whence 
x E C,(C),(X) n O,(Y)) = S, a contradiction. Thus [O,(X), x] 4 O,(Y), so 
proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose G z Lj6, ;S E Sy12 G, and let {X, Y} be the minimal 
parabolic system given in Lemma 2.1(i). 
(i) There exists X,,E X\S and y,, y, E Y\S such that 
xi= y:= y;=(xoy,)‘=(xoy2)5= 1 
and 
Y,Y*+s. 
(ii) There exists y, E Y\S and x1, x2 E X\S such that 
y;=++( YoxlY= (Yox*T= 1 
and 
XlX24S. 
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(iii) Let a E X\S and b E Y\S be such that (ab)’ = a2 = b2 = 1. Put 
Z, = (a, 6, [O,(X), a] ) and Z, = (a, b, [O,( Y), b] ). Then Z, contains a 
subgroup W, which contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of Y and Z, contains a 
subgroup W, which contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of X. Furthermore we have 
that W,EA,E W,. 
ProojI Referring to Section 2 of [6] yields an embedding of $, in 
GLG). 
Setting 
and 
Y= 
6= 
10 1 I 0 0 1 0 0 
1oIoo~oo 
---L----A---- 
ooIo1Ioo 
0 0 I lOI00 
---- L--------- 
ooIooIo1 
00I00I10 
to 0 IO 0 IO It 
00~00~10 
---L----J---- 
01I01~01 
10; 10110 
---L----l---- 
o1IooIoo 
rl 0 I 0 0 IO 0, 
we have, in this representation of ,$, 
GK y> = G(Yh Co(Ql 
by [6, 2.2(i)]. To fix notation, we set X= C,(y) and Y= C,(6). We now 
introduce the following elements of GL,(2): 
1 0 I 1 
0 1 IO 
L----l---- 
0 0 I1 
x0=x1 = i--- 0010 
0 I 1 0 
1 /o 1 
0 IO 0 
1100 
----L----i---- 
00I00~10 
oo/ooIo1 1 
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10100 100 IO 
0 1100 100 IO 
11 I1 0 IO 1 
YO=Yl= 
t 
0 
0 
---L----l-- L --l---- -- (I1 li lOI I1 1 ---L----A-- L-----l---- -- oo~ooI1o  0 00100I01 10 1 i 
x2= 
Y2= 
‘10’00’00 
o1IooIoo 
----L----I---- 
oo/1oIoo 
ooIo1Ioo 
---- L----I---- 
10110I10 
101I01I01 
‘1 1 I 1 0 I 0 1 
10 IO 1111 
---- L----l---- 
ooI1oIoo 
ooIo1Ioo 
I I -------------- 
0 1 I1 OI 11 
I1 1 IO 1 I 1 01 
Using the hyperoval 2 given in [6, Sect. 21, it may be shown by 
calculation that x0, x1, y,, y, E G. Matrix calculation yields that x0 E 
G(Y)\W~ and yl, y2e G-(@\G(Y). Therefore, as S= C&)n Cd@, 
this gives x0 E X\S and y,, y, E Y\S. Further calculation gives 
xi = y: = y: = (x0 y, y = (x0 y2)5 = 1 
and y, y, # C,(y). The latter statement implies that y, y2 $ S, so estab- 
lishing (i). Part (ii) follows similarly. 
For part (iii) consult [6, (2.4)]. 
We now introduce quite a lot of notation. Suppose G is a group 
possessing a minimal parabolic system, which has as its diagram 
0 . We let {A, B, C, D} denote the minimal parabolic 
system with A n B n C n D = S and such that 
^. 
D C B A 
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D <D,B>/U B s1 x s 3 
L/P g s3 x s3 
FIGURE 1 
Put J= (A, B), K= (A, C), and L = (B, C). Also, we set M= O,(J), 
N=O,(K), P=O,(L), U=O,((D, A)), V=O,((D, B)), and W= 
O,( (D, C)). We may display the above notation as shown in Fig. 1. 
The following subgroups will appear frequently in our subsequent work. 
H=MnNnP, H,=MnVnU, Tl =core<,,B,c) s, 
H2=core<B,C,D> S, H,=MnN,. 
Here N,, is such that N < N, 6 S and N,,/N = Z(B/N). Before defining 
more subgroups .we pause to make some observations. By hypothesis 
<B, D)/UrS,xS,. So, since lO,(B)/Ul = 2 we have that Bf U 6 
C<,,>,“(O,(B)/U) and thus B/U contains one of the S3 direct factors (of 
(B, D)/U) with index 2. 
Let Bi be such that U < Bi <B and Boo/U is an S, direct factor of 
(B, D)/U. Similarly we define 0: to be such that U-c 0: <D and Ds/U 
is an S3 direct factor of (B, D j/U. (Since B n D = S, 0: contains the other 
S3 direct factor.) Evidently Bi and 0: are normal subgroups of (B, D), 
[Bi, Di] < U, and [B : Bz] = 2 = [D : D”,]. Because (A, C)/Pz S3 x 
S3 g <D, A)/ W, we may define analogous subgroups C:, A& At, DC of 
(respectively) C, A, A, D. So we have just as before that Ci a L, Ass L, 
Asi(A,D), D:g(A,D) with P<C;nAO, and W<AinDz. Also 
we have [C;, A>] <P and [At, D:] i W holding. 
We use xA (respectively xg, xc, xD) to denote some fixed element of A 
(respectively B, C, D) such that (xA) E Syl, A (respectively (xB) E Syl, B, 
(xc) E Syl, C, (x, ) E Syl, D). A further piece of useful notation is 
VI zX V2 which means that V, and V2 are both X-operators groups which 
are isomorphic as X-operator groups. 
For the remainder of this section we assume G is a group with a minimal 
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parabolic system {A, B, C, D} whose diagram is C--C--- z- and 
will use the notation just introduced. 
LEMMA 2.4. AIN~SS,xZ,~B~NandBIM~C~M=CfV~D~VrS,. 
Proof. By hypothesis (A, B)/N z 3, and A/O,(A) z S3 E B/O,(B) 
whence A/Ng S, x Z, E B/N by Lemma 2.1(i). Likewise, as (B, C)/ME 
L,(2) g (D, C)/V, we obtain the remainder of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) [S : Hz] = 26 and for any b E B\S and for any d E D\S 
wehaveH,=H,nHf=H,nHf. 
(ii) M/H2 is a chief factor of J with [M/H,! = 23 and V/H, is a chief 
factor of (C, D) with ( V/H,1 = 23. 
(iii) The only B-invariant (respectively C-) invariant subgroup strictly 
between M and H, is M n U (respectively H, = M n V). 
Proof See Theorem A’ of [ 11. 
C;\S with C2E S) 
2\, - T1 - Tr\Ta (for any a E A\S) 
FIGURE 2
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From [6] (see especially the subgroup lattice in Fig. 1) we extract the 
following information. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose (S/T, 1 = 2” holds. Then part of the subgroup lattice 
of S/T, is as shown in Fig. 2. 
(i) M/R and R/T are chief factors of J, both of order 23. The only 
B-invariant subgroup strictly between M (respectively R) and R (respectively 
T) is Ho (respectively H r~ R). The only C-invariant subgroup strictly 
between M and R is Mn P. 
(ii) NIT, is a chieffactor of K of order 26. 
For any unexplained notation the reader should consult either [3] 
or [7]. 
3. SOME GF(2)-REPRESENTATIONS 
In studying the subgroup lattice of S it is necessary, in order to aid in 
the recognition of certain chief factors within S to have available informa- 
tion about particular GF(2)-representations. Indeed, once such chief factors 
have been identified properties possessed by those chief factors are poten- 
tially of use in enabling us to further probe the subgroup lattice of S. So 
in this section we assemble various details about the GF(2)-representations 
of S3 x S,, L,(2), 36, and A,. These facts range from just the degrees of the 
representation to the detailed dissection of the 6-dimensional irreducible 
GF(2) &-modules presented in Lemma 3.5. A number of the results in this 
section are, in fact, special cases of the defining-characteristic representa- 
tion theory of Lie type groups; see for example, Chapter 8 of [2]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose G = G, x G, where Gig S,, i= 1,2, and let V be an 
irreducible GF(2) G-module. Let (xi) E Syl, G,, i = 1,2. Then 
(i) dim V= 1, 2, or 4; 
(ii) ifdim V=4, then C,(x,)=O, i= 1,2; and 
(iii) if dim V= 2, then exactly one of x1 and x2 centralizes V. 
Proof We omit the proof since it is straightforward. For part (iii) 
observe that if Go g G with G/Go E S3, then Go = G, or Go = G,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose G z L,(2) and V is an irreducible GF(2) G-module. 
Let {X, Y} be a minimal parabolic system of G with Xn Y= SE Syl, G. 
Then the following hold. 
(i) dim V= 1, 3 or 8. 
(ii) If dim V= 3, then (with a possible interchanging of X and Y) V 
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has exactly one non-trivial proper X-submodule (which has dimension 1) and 
exactly one non-trivial proper Y-submodule (which has dimension 2). 
(iii) Let (x) l Syl~ G. Then dim C,(x) = 1 when dim V= 3 and 
dim C,(x) = 2 when dim I’= 8. 
Proof. If U is a 3 dimensional GF(2) vector space of row vectors, by 
right multiplication of matrices U becomes a GF(2) L,(2)-module. Let W 
be the GF(2) vector space whose elements are the 3 x 3 trace zero matrices 
over GF(2). Then by conjugation of matrices W too becomes a 
GF(2) L,(2)-module. It is well known that the non-trivial irreducible 
GF(2) L(2)-modules are {U, U*, W}. Direct calculation now gives the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose G/O,(G)z L,(2) and {X, Y} is a minimal 
parabolic system of G with X n Y = SE Syl, G. Zf G is an operator group on 
V and (x> ESY~ X (Y> ESYL Y, then IC&)l = ICdy)l. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of (x ) and ( y ) being conjugate 
subgroups of G. 
For Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we assume that G z 3, and for Lemma 3.6 that 
G/O,(G) z $, and let {X, Y} denote a minimal parabolic system of G such 
that X/O,(X) E S, z Y/O,(Y) and Xn Y = SE Syl, G. Also let x E X, y E Y 
be such that (x)ESy13Xand (y)~Syl, Y. 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) The degrees of the irreducible GF(2) &-modules less 
than or equal to 7 are 1, 4, and 6. 
(ii) Let V be a 4-dimensional irreducible GF(2) &module. Then 
exactly one of the following holds 
IC,(x)l = z2, ICv(Y)l= 1 
and 
IC,(x)l = 1, lCv(Y)l = 2*. 
Proof: Suppose V were a 7-dimensional irreducible GF(2) G-module. 
Since 2’ & 1 (mod 3), O,(G) must centralize V and then ker V= O,(G). 
But S6 does not have an irreducible GF(2)-module of dimension 6. There- 
fore no such V exists. Now part (i) follows from consideration of the orders 
of GL,(2) for n < 6. For part (ii) we see that O,(G) acts trivially on V and 
so V may be regarded as an &module and in this case (ii) is well known. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume V is a 6-dimensional irreducible GF(2) ,$,-module. 
(i) dim C,(x) = 2 = dim C,(y). 
(ii) For {X*, Y*} = {X, Y> we have the lattice shown in Fig. 3, where 
W, , W,, W, , W, are all the (proper non-zero) Y *-submodules and U, , U,, 
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FIGURE 3 
U,, U, are all the (proper non-zerop) X*-submodules. In particular, V has 
a unique minimal Y*-submodule (which has dimension 1) and a unique mini- 
mal X*-submodule (which has dimension 2). 
Proof: Referring to [6, Sect. 23 we find a specific embedding of $, in 
G&(2). Let a, /?, and y be as given below. 
a= 
10 0 I 1 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 I 1100 
----L----l---- 
1oIooIoo 
o1IooIoo 
----L----i---- 
10I10~10 
ro 110 1 IO 1 
Y= 
0 1 IO 0 IO 0 
1oIooIoo 
----t----j---- 
00~01I00 
00I10/00~ 
----L----1---- 
ooIooIo1 
,00I00I10 1 
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Then (a, fi, y ) = SE Syl, G. Let I’ be the 6-dimensional GF(2) vector 
space of row vectors and regard V as a GF(2) G-module using right 
multiplication of matrices. The embedding of S, in G&(2) arises via a 
3-dimensional vector space over GF(4) and in fact VIG, may be regarded as 
a 3-dimensional module over G1;(4). If this is done then we consider the 
elements 
(here o is a fixed primitive element of G44)). In [6, Sect. 2 (especially 
(2.4))] it is shown that ( (S, x,, ), (S, y,) } is the minimal parabolic 
system {X, Y} of G. So, without loss of generality, we may take x = x0 and 
y = y,, and put X= (S, x0), Y= (S, yO). For certain of our calculations 
we shall take advantage of this alternative view of Vlc. 
(i) Direct calculation yields that C,(x) = { (0, 0, r) ) r E GF(4)) and 
C,(y) = {(r, 0, r) 1 ZE GF(4)). So now regarding V as a 6-dimensional 
vector space we have dim C,(x) = dim C,(y) = 2. Since V and V* are the 
only 6-dimensional GF(2) &-module, this suffices to verify (i). 
(ii) By calculating C,(N), C&I), and C,(y) we deduce that 
C,(S)={(a,a,0,0,a,a)~a~GF(2)}, and so jC,(S)l=2. Therefore VI, 
and V( y must both have unique minimal submodules. Since y centralizes 
C,(S) (by calculation) the minimal Y-submodule of V, say W,, has dimen- 
sion 1. Because x doesn’t centralize C,(S) the minimal X-submodule of V, 
say V,, has dimension 2. Clearly we have W, d U,. 
Further calculation yields that [V, S] has dimension 5 and that 
[V, S] x = [V, S]. So [V, S] = U1 is the unique maximal X-submodule of 
V. Also we note that V has a unique maximal Y-submodule, say W,, with 
dim WI=4 and W,<U,. 
A quick calculation gives 
[V, xl = {(z, z + v, v) I z, rl E GF(4)). 
By checking the action of ~1, p, and y upon [I’, x] we see that [V, x] is an 
X-submodule of dimension 4. Set [V, x] = U,. By part (i), dim C,(x) = 2, 
and so UJU, must be an irreducible X-module. Put U2 = (( 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1 ), 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)). Direct calculation yields that Uz is an 
X-submodule and so U,/U, is the direct sum of a 2-dimensional X-module 
and a l-dimensional X-module. Thus we have listed all the (proper non- 
zero) X-submodules of V. 
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Set W,= ((1, l,O,O, 1, l), (1, 1, 1, l,O,O), (l,O,O,O,O, 1)) and W,= 
(( 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1 ), (1, 0, 0, 0, l,O)). Then it can be checked that W, and W, 
are Y-submodules and that W,, W,, W,, W, are all the (proper non-zero) 
Y-submodules of V. The lattice of the U,‘s and Wis can now be readily 
verified. 
Because the only 6-dimensional irreducible GF(2) s,-modules are V and 
V* and the submodule lattice of V is “symmetric” we have verified that the 
lattice of A’*- and Y*-submodules is as stated. 
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose G is an operator group on a finite group F. 
(i) If IFI =2’, then (C,(x)1 = 2= IC,(y)[ cannot hold. 
(ii) If IFI = 27, then [C,(x)1 # 2 # lC,(y)l. 
Proof: (i) Suppose [C,(x)1 = 2 = IC,(y)l were to hold. Then by Lem- 
ma 3.4(i), F must have two G-chief factors of order 2 and 24 in a G-chief 
series of F. But then either [C,(x)/ = 23 or [C,(y)1 = 23 by Lemma 3,4(ii), 
a contradiction. This proves (i). 
(ii) If, in a G-chief series of F, there are at least two central chief 
factors, then (ii) holds. So, in view of Lemma 3.4(i), we may suppose F 
contains a chief factor of order 26. Then Lemma 3.5(i) gives the result. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let V be an irreducible GF(2) As-module. Then dim V= 1 
or 4. If dim V = 4 and z is an element of A, of order 5, then [V, z] = V. 
Proof Omitted. 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE PARABOLIC SYSTEM 
In this section we compile information about a parabolic system whose 
diagram is e& which, in subsequent sections, will be used to 
penetrate certain parts of the subgroup lattice of S. Broadly speaking the 
results here are dealing with subgroup indexes. Two results which are not 
of this type are Lemmas 4.7 and 4.9 and in our later endeavours these 
lemmas will play a prominent role. Most of the information gathered in this 
section follows readily from the assumed structure of the P,. Exceptions to 
this are Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 which require lengthier arguments. 
We will now use the notation already introduced in Section 2. So for the 
remainder of this paper G is a (not necessarily finite) group possessing a 
parabolic system {A, B, C, D> whose diagram in M& and 
such that IS/T, ( = 2”. 
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LEMMA 4.1. (i) H, = Vn MA C 
(ii) H=MnNgB 
(iii) Un N= Wn N 
(iv) Pn V= Wn V 
(v) MnNnPnUnVnW=HnH,<H,nH,. 
Proof. (i) Now 
VnM<O,(B)nO,(D)=U, 
since (D, B)JUz S3 x S3. So HI = Vn Mn U= Vn M. Since both V and 
M are normal subgroups of C, clearly H, 3 C. 
(ii) Since L/P z S3 x S3, MA B, and N (1 B, the argument used in 
(i) establishes (ii). 
(iii) Because (D, A )/ WE S3 x S3 we obtain 
UnNGO,(D)nO,(A)= W, 
and hence UnN< WnN. Likewise, as (D, B)JUES~XS~, WnN< 
U n N, so giving U n N = W n N. Part (iv) may be proved similarly. 
(v) Using part (iii) 
MnNnPnUnVnW=MnNnPnUnV=HnH,. 
Since H < H,, clearly H n H, < Ho n H,, so proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) O,(B) = MU= MN 
(ii) O,(C) = VM = VP = MP 
(iii) O,(A)= PW= PN 
(v) O,(D) = UV= UW= VW. 
ProoJ From [6, (3.3)] we obtain O,(B)= MN, O,(C)= MP, and 
O,(A) = PN. While referring to [ 1, (2.2)] gives O,(B) = MU, O,(C) = VM, 
and O,(D) = UV. 
We give a proof that VP= O,(C), the proof for VW= O,(D) being 
similar. By Lemma 2.4, C acts irreducibly upon O,(C)/V and so P 4 V 
(since 1 PI > 1 VI ) yields O,(C) = VP. It only remains to show that 
PW= O,(A) and UW= O,(D). 
If PW# O,(A), then as [O,(A) : P] =2= [O,(A) : W] we must have 
P= W. But then 
P= Wa (C, D>, 
which forces P < V. This is impossible since [S : P] = 2 while [S : V] = 23. 
Therefore P W = O,(A) and similarly U W = O,(D). 
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More extensive arguments are required to obtain the conclusions 
O,(B) = UN and O,(A) = WN. These will be presented in Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) [S : Mn U] = 24 
(ii) [S : H] = 26 
(iii) [V: VnP]=2. 
Proof: Since O,(B) = MU by Lemma 4.2(i), [O,(B) : Mn U] = 
[O,(B) : M][O,(B) : U] = 24 so giving (i). From O,(B)=MN and 
O,(C) = VP (using Lemma 4.2), (ii) and (iii) follow. 
In our next result we see how subgroups such as Hz, H,, which are 
associated with the e part of the diagram and subgroups 
associated with the 4 part such as R, H,, T fit together 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) M/R kJ M/H,. 
(ii) M= H2 R and (hence) IM/H, n RI = 26. 
(iii) [S : Ho n H,] = 27. 
(iv) H,nR# T. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.6(i), H, is the only B-invariant subgroup strictly 
between M and R and so, since [M : Ho] = 22, from Lemma 2.5(iii) we see 
that (i) holds. 
Clearly, by (i), H, #R and therefore M/R being a chief factor for J and 
[RI = [Hz1 forces M= H,R. So we have (ii). 
Using (ii) and Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we have Fig. 4, from which we deduce 
that [H0nH,:H2nR]=22. Since [S:M]=23 and [M:H2nR]=26 
we now obtain (iii). 
M 
FIGURE 4 
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(iv) We suppose H, n R = T, and argue for a contradiction. Since 
T1= core<,, B, c> S, [6, (3.22)] implies that Tn T” = T, for any a E A \S. 
Let QEA:\S and CE C”,\S with c2, a2E P. By [6, (3.13), (3.15)], Rn R”= 
H n H’g L. Thus we obtain 
T,=(H,nR)n(H,nR)” 
=H,nH;nRnR” 
=H,nH;n(HnH’). 
Since we may choose al, a2 E As\S with a:, a: E P and ala;’ $ S, we infer 
that 
T1=H2nH;1nHyn(HnHc)=(core, H,)n(HnH’). 
Now Hn H’ is the unique minimal normal A-invariant subgroup of N/T, 
and of A (since N= C,(N/T,)). So, as T, < coreA H2 and T1 # H n H’, we 
conclude that T, = coreA H,. We may also choose a:, a: E Ai\S with 
a: a:-‘+! S. Hence 
T, = coreA H, = H2 n H$ n H$. 
Therefore, for dE D:\S we obtain, since H, 9 D, 
= H 
2 
n Hd”; n Hd”; 
2 2 
=H,nH *nH”:=T T’ 2 1’ 
Consequently T, 9 (A, B, C, d) = G, which contradicts the hypothesis that 
(S/core <.4,B,C,D>l fPO* With this contradiction we have shown that 
H,nR#T. 
LEMMA 4.5. UN= O,(B) and WN= O,(A). 
Proof: We suppose the lemma is false and seek a contradiction. If, 
say, WN # O,(A), then [O,(A) : W] = 2 implies that N < W. Hence 
N= WnN= UnN by Lemma4.l(iii), and so N< Wn U. On the other 
hand, UN # O,(B) also yields by the same argument that N < U n W. So 
we have N d U n W. From [S : N] = 24 we note that 1 U/N1 = 22. Because 
U/N is a B-invariant subgroup of O,(B)/N the structure of B/N yields that 
B acts irreducibly on U/N. (4.5.1) 
We now prove that 
H, C N. (4.5.2) 
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Supposing H2 < N holds we argue for a contradiction. From H, d A4 and 
N d U this gives 
H,<NnM<UnM. 
By Lemma 2S(iii), B acts irreducibly upon U n M/H, whence Lem- 
ma 4.1(C) implies that either H, = N n A4 or N n A4 = U n M. The latter is 
impossible since [S : N n M] = 26 and [S : U n M] = 24 by Lemma 4.3. 
Hence H2 = N n M- H. Since H, > Hz we obtain H = H, n H. However, 
H, n H,, > H, n H and so, using Lemma 4.4(iii), [S : H, n H] > 27 whence 
[S : H] > 27, which contradicts [S : H] = 26. This completes the proof of 
(4.5.2). 
Since H, d B, combining (4.51) and (4.5.2) gives U= NH,. Hence 
[H, : N n Hz] = 22. By Lemma 2.5(i), [S : Hz] = 26 and thus 
[S : Nn H2] = 28. (4.5.3) 
Further, using [H, : H2] = 2, H, < U, and U = NH,, we have 
[S:NnH,]=27. (4.5.4) 
Because Wn U > N we observe that 
NnH,=NnMnV=NnMnVnWnU 
=NnMnVnWnUnP 
=HnH,GH,nH,, 
where we have used Lemma 4.l(iv) and (v). By Lemma4.4(iii), 
[S : H,, n H,] = 2’ whence (4.5.4) implies 
NnH,=H,nH,. (4.5.5) 
Using (4.5.5) and Lemma 2.5(i) we see that (where b is some element in 
B\S) 
NnH,=NnH,nHf=H,nH,nH,nHf 
=H,,nH,nHf 
=HonH2. 
Since Ho 2 R (see Lemma 2.6), clearly Ho n H2 > R n HZ. Therefore 
Nn H2 > R n H2. By Lemma 4.4(ii) and (4.5.3), Nn H,fR n H, is a 
subgroup of H,IR n Hz of order 2. Since N n H, 9 B and H,/R n H2 is a 
3-dimensional irreducible J/M-module, for any c E C\S we have 
(NnH,)n(NnH,)‘=RnH,. (4.5.6) 
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Further 
NnH,=H,nH,<H,,fP 
implies that 
NnH,=(NnP)nH,. 
Hence (4.5.6) becomes 
(NnP)n(NnP)‘nH,=RnH,. 
Choosing c so that CE C”,\S and c2 E P, [4, (3.15)] then gives 
RnH2=HnHcnH2<hnHc. 
Therefore T(R n H2) is a proper subgroup of R since T < H n Hb < R 
by Lemma 2.6. Because J acts irreducibly upon R/T we conclude that 
T(R n Hz) = T. Since, by Lemmas 2.6 and 4.4(ii), [S: TJ = 29 = [S: R n Hz J 
we obtain T= R n H2, which is untenable by Lemma 4.4(iv). Thus the 
proof of Lemma 4.5 is complete. 
LEMMA 4.6, (i) [N:NnUJ=2=[N:Nn WJ 
(ii) [U:NnU]=23=[W:NnW]. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 4.5 and [O,(B) 
23, [O,(B) : U] = [O,(A) : W] = 2. 
: N] = [O,(A) : N] = 
LEMMA 4.7. (i) Bi couers B/N. 
(ii) A’j, and A> both cover A/N. 
(iii) Ai covers A/P. 
(iv) D”, covers D/U. 
(v) CO, covers C/V. 
(vi ) 0: covers D/ V. 
Proof. (i) From the definition of Bi we have that U < BO, and 
B~/UzS3. Since Na B, 
BL n N< O,(BE) = U. 
So we have 
UnNGBtnNdUnN 
giving U n N = BO, n N. Hence 
(BiN/NI = IBt/BEn NI = lBi/Un NI = IB/NI, 
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since 1 U/U n Nl = 1 O,(B)/NJ by Lemma 4.5. Therefore Bt N/N = B/N, as 
required. 
Using the results in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 the remaining statements in 
Lemma 4.7 may be proved similarly. 
LEMMA 4.8. (i) UnN= WnN_a (A, B, D) 
(ii) Pn V= Wn VG (A, C, 0). 
Proof Since parts (i) and (ii) may be proved using the same argument, 
we just do part (i). 
First we observe, from the definition of a parabolic system, that D < K 
and thus Dn K= S. By Lemma 4.7(i) and (ii), Bi covers B/N and At 
covers A/N, whence K” = (A:, Bi ) covers K/N. Also, we note that D 
normalizes K” and that U n N < K”. If N < K” were to hold, then we would 
have K” = K and so 
[D,S]<[D,K]nD<KnD=S, 
which contradicts the structure of D. So N < K” and therefore, 
as [N:UnN]=2 by Lemma4.6(i), NnK’=UnN (=WnN by 
Lemma 4.l(iii)) and [K : K”] = 2. Thus O,(K’) = U n N and so, since 
K” _a (K, D), part (i) now follows. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose X 9 B (respectively X a D). Then for any d E D 
(respectively b E B) Bi normalizes Xn Xd and XXd (respectively D”, 
normalizes Xn Xb and XX”). Analogous statements hold for {D, A} and 
{A, C} in place of {B, D}. 
Proof: Since Bi a (B, D), it follows easily that Bi normalizes Xd 
whence Bi normalizes Xn Xd and XX’. The other statements follow 
similarly. 
5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF T2 
The central character of this section is a certain subgroup of S which we 
now define. Choose (and keep fixed) d, E D\S such that d: E S. Then we 
define 
T2=(T1n W)n(T,n W)dl. 
As a result of scrutinizing T2 and other related subgroups we attain the 
goal of this section, Theorem 5.8. There we obtain that Tz a (A, C, D) 
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and that T, n W/T, is a chief factor for K which has order 26. Our first two 
lemmas are small steps in this direction. 
LEMMA 5.1. T,n WgKand [T,: T,n W]=2. 
Proof. Since T, a K and by Lemma 4.8(i), Nn WA K, the first asser- 
tion is clear as T, n W = T, n N n W. By Lemma 4.6(i), IN/N n WI = 2 and 
so, since N/T, is a non-central chief factor of K, N = T,(N n W). Thus 
[T,: T,n W]=2. 
LEMMA 5.2. T, is normalized by (A’& Bi, d,, O,(D)). 
Proof Since T, n W a K = (A, C) by Lemma 5.1, Lemma 4.9 implies 
that T2 = (T, n W) n (T, n W)dl is normalized by (A;, Bi ). Also, 
TZ 9 O,(D) and, as d T E S, dl normalizes T2. 
LEMMA 5.3. (i) T, n Vn W= T, n I/d (A, C). 
(ii) [T, : T, n Vn W] =22 and C acts irreducibly on T,IT, n 
Vn W. 
(iii) [NnP:NnVn W]=22. 
(iv) [S:Nn Vn W]=27. 
Proof: By Lemma4.l(iv), Nn(Vn W)=Nn(VnP). Hence 
T,nVnW=T,nNnVnW=T,nV 
since N n Pa T,. Because T, d (A, C), VS C and by Lemma 4.8(ii), 
Wn Vg A we see T, n Vn W= T, n Vd (A, C). 
Using Lemma 5.1 and part (i) gives 
T,>T,nNnW>T,nNnVnW=T,nV. 
Hence V Z& T, . Now T1 9 C and C acting irreducibly upon O,( C)/V forces 
VT, = O,(C). Therefore [T, : T, n V] = [O,(C) : V] = 22 and so (ii) 
follows from T, n V n W = T, n V. 
From Lemma 2.6, O,(C) b N n P 2 T, with [O,(C) : N n P] = 24 and so 
we have Fig. 5. This easily yields (iii) and (iv). 
LEMMA 5.4. (i) R = T(H, n R); 
(ii) [S : Tn HJ = 212; 
(iii) T/Tn H2 and T,/T, n H, are chief factors of J of order 23; 
(iv) [TnH,: T,nH,]=2; 
(v) T,n Vn W C H,. 
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Proof: (i) By Lemma 2.6, R/T is a chief factor for J. Since H2 n R ~3 J, 
we must have either Hz n R = T or R = T(H2 n R). The first possibility is 
ruled out by Lemma 4.4(iv) and so (i) holds. 
From (i), TfTn Hz zJ R/H, n R (note that Tn H2 n R = Tn H,). 
Since T, g J and 1 T/T, I= 2 we clearly have T = (Tn Hz) T1 whence 
T/Tn H, gJ T,/T, n H, and [ Tn H, : T, n Hz] = 2. Because [S : T] = 29 
by Lemma2.6, we deduce that [,S:TnH,]=[S: T][T: TnH,]=212. 
Thus we have established (ii), (iii), and (iv). 
(v) Assume T, n I/n W 6 H2 holds. Then, since T > T1, we have 
T, n Vn W< Tn H2. 
Using part (ii) and Lemma 5.3(ii) we observe that [S : T, n Vn Wj = 
212 = [S : Tn H,]. Thus T, n V n W = T n Hz. In particular, Tn H2 < T, 
and therefore T n H, < T1 n H,, which contradicts part (iv). Hence we 
deduce that T, n Vn W & Hz (see Fig. 6). 
LEMMA 5.5. [T,n Vn W: T,nH,]=2, (T,n W/T,nH,( =22, and B 
acts irreducibly on T, n Wf T, n H,. 
Proof: Observe that T, n Vn W< M n V= H, , using Lemma 4.1(i). 
Since [H, : H2] = 2, Lemma 5.4(v) forces (T, n Vn W) H, = H, and 
consequently CT, n Vn W : T1 n V n Wn H2] = 2. Therefore [S : T, n 
Vn Wn H2] = 213, since [S : T, n Vn W] = 212 by Lemmas 2.6 and 
5.3(ii). 
Because T, n Hz (1 C and, by Lemma 5.3(ii), C acts irreducibly upon 
T,/T, n Vn W we must have either 
T,nVn W>T,nH, 
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or 
T, = (T, n I/n W)(T, nZf,). 
Suppose the latter possibility holds. Then, using Lemmas 5.3(ii) and 5.4(iii) 
we have Fig. 7. Since [S : T,] = 2”, this gives [S : T, n Vn Wn HJ = 215, 
whereas [S : T, n T/n Wn H,] = 213! Therefore T, n Vn W> T, n Hz 
must hold. By Lemmas 5.3(ii) and 5.4(iii), (iv), [S : T1 n Yn W] = 212 and 
[S : T, n H,] = 213 whence [T, n Vn W, T, n Hz] = 2, as required. 
By Lemma 5.4(iii), T,/T, n Hz is a chief factor of J of order 23. Since 
T, n W/T, n Hz is of order 2* and is B-invariant, it follows that B must act 
irreducibly upon T, n W/T, n H,. 
FIGURE 7
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LEMMA 5.6. For any dED\S, (T, n Vn W)n(T, n Vn Wf= 
(T~nff,)n(T,nH,)~. 
Proof Combining Lemmas 4.1(i) and 5.3(i) gives 
T,nVnW=T,nV=T,nMnV=T,nH,. 
SO 
(T,n Vn W)n(Tn Vn W)d=(T,n’HH,)n(T,nH,)d 
=T,nT;‘nH,nH;’ 
=T,nT;‘nH,, 
by Lemma 2.5(i). So, since H; = H,, 
(TnVn W)n(TnVn W)d=T,nT;‘nH,nHf 
=(TlnH2)n(TlnH2)‘, 
as required. 
LEMMA 5.7. For any dE D\S such that d 2 E S, (T, n W) n (T, n W)d = 
(T, n Vn W)n (T, n Vn W)‘. In particular, 
(T, n Vn W)dl. 
T, = (T, n Vn W)n 
Proof: Put Y = (T, n W) n (T, n W)‘. We begin by showing that 
Yn(T,nVnW)=(T,nVnW)n(T,nVnW)d. (5.7.1) 
Because T, n V n W< T, n W we have 
and so 
Now 
Yn(T,nVn W)=(T,n W)n(T,n W)dn(T,n Vn W) 
=T,nVnWnTf 
=T,nNnVnWnTf, 
because N n Wg D by Lemma 4.8. Since T, gS and d2eS and 
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Nn Vn WgD by Lemma4.8, we see that Yn(T,n Vn W) is nor- 
malized by d. Therefore 
and so we have verified (5.7.1). 
By Lemma 5.3, [T, n W : TI n V n W] = 2 and so (5.7.1) implies 
[Y:X]<2, (5.7.2) 
where ‘we have set (T, n V n W) n (T, n Vn W)d = X. From Lemma 5.6 
we deduce, since T, n H2 d B, that X is normalized by B:. Combining 
Lemma 5.2 and (5.7.2) we obtain 
Y/X< c r, n ,,A% ). 
By Lemma 5.5, xs (where (xs) E Syl, B) acts fixed-point-freely upon 
T, n W/T, n H, whence 
Using Lemma 5.5 this gives 
YQT,nH,<T,nVn W. 
So Y = Y n (T, n Vn W) whence (5.7.1) yields the desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 5.8. (i) T, g (A, B, 0). 
(ii) T, n WIT, is a chief factor for K of order 26. 
(iii) For any deD\Ssuch that d*eS, T2=(T1nH2)n(T,nH2)d. 
Proof: Recall that xA and xJ1 are fixed elements of G such that 
(xA) E Syl, A and (xs) E Syl, B. A major portion of this proof is con- 
cerned with showing that ( T1 n W/T,\ = 26. This is done by exploiting 
information about the fixed points of xA and xg upon T, n W/T, which we 
now establish. 
IC Tl n WIT2(xA)i = 2 Or 22. (5.8.1) 
Consulting Lemmas 5.3 and 5.7 gives the subgroup lattice shown in 
Fig. 8, where we have set X= (T, n Vn W)( T1 n Vn wd’. Recalling that 
NnVnWgD gives (T,nVnW)dl=(T,nNnVnW)dl<NnVnW 
whence X is a subgroup of N n V n W which contains T1 n V n W. 
Now N n V n W, N n P, T,, and T, n V n W are all normalized by A. 
Hence we deduce that 
Nn PIT, g’a (Nn Vn W)/(T, n Vn W). 
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By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.5(i), [CN,T,(xc)I = 2*. Since xA centralizes 
N/Nn P this gives ICNnPIT,(xA)( =2. Consequently 
IC (Nn Vn W)/(T,n l’n W,(x,)l d 2’ (*I 
From T, n Vn W 9 A we infer that (T, n Vn W)“’ a Ai whence 
XA A;. Thus 
X/(T, n Vn W)r.; (T, n Vn W)dl/T2. 
In particular, using (*) we obtain 
IC (T, n vn W)4,&4)I G 2. 
Since T$ = T, this in turn implies 
IC (Ttn vn w,,T2(x~i’)I G2. 
Because (x5’) and (xA) are conjugate in Ai and (T, n Vn W)/T, 
admits Ai we have ICcT, n vrr wJ,Tz(xA)I < 2. 
Since T, n N n W and T, n Vn W are both normal in A and, 
by Lemma 5.3, [ T1 n W : T, n V n W] = 2, clearly xA centralizes 
(T, n W)/( T, n Vn W) whence we have proved (5.8.1). 
We next prove an analogous statement for xg. 
IC T,n wIT2(~B)I = 2 or z2. (5.8.2) 
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This time we set X = (T, n H,)( T1 n H#. We have that T, and T, n H, 
are both normal in B. So ( T1 n HZ)d’ I! BO, and hence both X and XT, are 
normalized by BO, . Also we note that X<NnVn W and XT,<NnP 
because 
(T,nH,)dl<(T,nNnVn W)dL<NnVn WGNnP. 
Furthermore, X < N n V n W clearly implies that Xn T, < T, n N n 
V n W = T, n V n W. Since X’n T, is normalized by Bi and [T, n V n W : 
T1 n HJ = 2 we have 
But xs acts fixed-point-freely on T, n W/T, n H, by Lemma 5.5 which 
forces XnT,<T,nH,. Evidently T, n H2 < Xn T, and therefore 
XnT,=T,nH,. 
By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, T2 = (T, n H2) n (T, n H2f’ and so we have the 
subgroup lattice shown in Fig. 9. 
Thus we have 
(T, n H2)d1/T2 z B; XT, /T,. 
Since Ic,,,(x,)( =z2 by Lemma 3.5(i) we immediately obtain that 
IC cr, n Hz~~l,Tz(~e)l G z2. Hence IC, n H2,T2(x$ )I G z2. 
FIGURE 9 
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To complete the proof of (5.8.2) we only have to show that 
C ?-In W&B) f 1. 
Suppose CT, n w,T2bB) = 1 were to hold. This, we claim, forces Xd T, 
For if X C T,, then XT, /T, is a non-trivial Bi-submodule of N/T,. By 
Lemmas 2.6 and 3.5(ii) every non-trivial B-submodule Z/T, of N/T, has 
C,,(B) # 1. From Lemma 4.7(i), BE cover B/N and since N acts trivially 
on N/T, it follows that XT,/T, is a non-trivial B-submodule of N/T, and 
hence C ..i,@) f 1. Using 
XT,/T, zB”, (T, n H2)d’/T2 
we then deduce that CTlnHZ,rZ(xB) # 1, contrary to our supposition. 
So X<T,, as claimed. But then X= Xn T, = T, n H, and thus 
T,nH,=(T,nHJd’=T2. Hence [T,n W:T,]=2*. Since T,n W/T, 
admits (AL, B>) by Lemma 5.2 and, from Lemma 4.7, we have that 
(A:, Bi ) covers K/N, this forces 
[@((A:, Bi)), T,n W]<T,=T,nH,. 
In particular [x,, T, n W] < T, n H,, which contradicts Lemma 5.5. 
Therefore we conclude that T r, n ,+,,rz(xB) # 1 whence (5.8.2) holds. 
Because (T, n Vn W)( T, n V n W)d’ < N n V n Wand using Lemma 5.3, 
[Nn Vn W : T, n Vn W] = 2’, Lemma 5.7 yields 
[T, n W: TJ ~2~. (5.8.3) 
By Lemma 5.5, T, n W/T, must contain at least one non-central chief 
factor for (A;, BL). Lemma 3.4(i) and (5.8.3) imply there can only be one 
having order 24 or 26. We examine the former possibility. If T, n W/T, 
were to contain any central (A:, Bt) chief factors, then Lemma 3.4(ii) 
yields either 
IC T,n wITzhN H3 or lGln w,T2~xB)I ~2~ 
which is not possible by (5.8.1) and (5.8.2). While if T, n W/T, is the 
(AZ, B’j!, ) chief factor of order 24, then Lemma 3.4(ii) predicts that one of 
C r, n wlr2(xA 1 and G, n wlr2 (xs) is trivial. Again (5.8.1) and (5.8.2) rule out 
this conclusion. 
Therefore we deduce that T, n W/T, is a chief factor for (At, Bf,) of 
order 26. 
NOW choose d* E D\S with the property that d** E S and 31 (dd*)I. Put 
T: = (T, n W) n (T, n W)d*. The arguments we have carried out for d will 
also work for d * yielding the conclusion that T, n W/T: is a chief factor 
<A%, Bi) of order 26. Also Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 and Lemma 5.5 yield that 
T, n H, is a proper subgroup of T, n W which contains both Tz and T:. 
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So T2Tf # T, n W. Since T, n W/T, and T, n W/T: are both chief 
factors for (Ai, Bi ) of order 26 the only possibility is T2 = TT. Hence, 
using Lemma 5.2, T, is normalized by (A:, Bt, d,, d*, O,(D)) = 
(A:, Bi, 0) = (A, B, D), so proving (i) and (ii). 
(iii) As we have seen above, for any de D\S such that d2 E S, 
(T, n W) n (T, n W)d= T,. Now (iii) follows by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7. 
6. SOME MORE SUBGROUPS OF S 
We continue to explore the subgroup lattice of S. In this section we 
make the acquaintance of T, and T4 and discover, among other things, 
that [T2 : T,] =22 and [T3 : T4] =2. 
First we introduce another subgroup starting from H, n P. This sub- 
group carries information which will be useful in establishing the indices of 
T3 and T4 in T,. 
Let a2 E A\S be such that a: E S, and put H3 = (H, n P) n (H, n P)“‘. 
LEMMA 6.1. (i) H, is normalized by (CO,, D”, ). 
(ii) H,nT,gL, T,<H,nT,, [T,nH,:H,nT,]=2, and 
[H, n T, : T,] = 23. 
(iii) CPIHT(xc) has order 2’. 
Proof. (i) Recall that H, 9 (C, D) and from Lemma 4.8(ii), 
Pn V/II (C, 0). Thus 
H,nP=H,n(PnV)g(C,D). 
Since LIP E S3 x S3 E (D, A >I W, Lemma 4.9 yields that (CO,, 0: ) 
normalizes H, . 
(ii) We begin by showing that 
H,nT,=(H,nT,)n(H,nT,)“. (6.1.1) 
The definition of H, gives 
H3nT,=(H2nP)n(H,nP)“*nT1 
=(H,nPnT,)n(H,nPnT,)“*, 
since T, 9 A. Now P > T, means H, n P n T, = H, n T,, and so we have 
(6.1.1). 
From Theorem 5.8(ii), T, n W/T, is an irreducible GP’(2) K-module 
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of dimension 6. Since H, n T1/T2 is a B-submodule of T, A W/T, of 
codimension 2, Lemma 3S(ii) implies that ((H2 n T,) n (Hz n T,)02)/Tz 
is an A-submodule of T, n W/T, of codimension 3. Thus, using (6.1.1) 
with [T,nH,:H,nT,]=2and [H,nT,:T,]=23.Finally,as T,IIC, 
part (i) implies that Co, normalizes H, n T, and hence H, n T, A L. This 
proves (ii). 
(iii) We claim that IC Har\P,Hj(~C)I = 2. By Lemmas 2.5(ii), 4.3, and 
4.8, V/H, and V/V n P are chief factors for (C, 0) of orders 23 and 2, 
respectively, and hence V= H2( Vn P). Thus 
Vn P/H,n PE<,,,> V/H,. (6.1.2) 
Since T, < H, n T, < T, n W by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 and, from 
Theorem 5.8(ii), T, n W/T, is a (A, B) chief factor, H, n T, a B implies 
that H, n T, B A. Now (H, n P) n T, = H, n T, and hence, as T, so A, 
H, n P B A. Consequently _ 
H, n P < (H, n P)( H, n P)“* < P. 
Because (Co,, D”,) covers (C, D >lV by Lemma 4.7 and <C”, , 0:) 
normalizes (H, n P)(H, n P)“‘, we must also have (H, n P)(H, n P)“’ < V. 
Therefore 
(H, n P)(Hz n P)“‘= Vn P 
by (6.1.2). Hence IC ~H2nP~Y2,H3(xC)l =2 and then IC,,,(.@‘)l =2. 
Since (xc) and (xF’> are conjugate in CO,, we obtain 
~~~~.??)) and I C 
(xc)1 = 2, as claimed. Combining this with ICvnPIHZnp(xC)I = 2 
p,Vnp(~C)J = 1 completes the proof of (iii). 
Since (D, C)/VgL3(2), by Lemma2.l(ii) we can find d*eD\S, 
CUE C\S such that d:, c:, (d2c2)3E V. W e now introduce a further 
subgroup of S, T,, where T3 is defined by 
T3 = T2 n Ty. 
From Theorem 5.8(iii) 
since T, n H, 9 C. 
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LEMMA 6.2. (i) T3 1 (A, C, 0). 
(ii) T1 n H2/T2 contains a unique minimal A-submodule (which is of 
dimension 2) and a unique minimal B-submodule (which is of dimension 1). 
1, 22, or 23. (iii) T,TS2c3L, T2T~~TT2nH,,andCT,T;2:T2]= 
(iv) [T2 : TJ = 1, 22, or 23. 
(v) u IT,/T,( =22 (respectively 23), then C&x, 
(respectively 2). 
) has order 1 
(vi) xD centralizes T,fT,. 
Proof (i) Now 
TB = (T, n N2)d2 n (T, n Hz)4 n (T, n H2)d*c2d2 
=(T,nH2)n(T,nH,)d2n(TlnH,)d2c2 
=T3, 
using the fact that di, b3, (d2c2)3EVand T,nH,SC. Since T,aSand 
cf E S we also have that (O,(C), c2) normalizes T,, and Theorem 5.8(i) 
and Lemma 4.9 imply that A: normalizes T3. Thus 
T3 -a (4, O,(C), ~2, A:) = <A, C, 0) 
by Lemma 2.l(iii). 
(ii) Since [ T1 n W: T, n HJ = 2’ by Lemma 5.5 and T, n H, (1 B, 
because T, n W/T, is a 6-dimensional irreducible GF(2) &module by 
Theorem 5,8(ii), part (ii) is a consequence of Lemma 3.5(ii). 
(iii) Lemma 6.1 (ii) forces 
T2,<T2Tc2<H3nT 2. 1. (6.2.1) 
Moreover, as T, a A, we have A: normalizing T2 TT. So, since N cen- 
tralizes TI n W/T, by Theorem 5.8(ii) and A: covers A/N by Lemma 4.7 
we obtain 
T2Tya<A,c2)=L. (6.2.2) 
Since [H3 n T, : T,] =23 by Lemma 6.l(ii), (6.2.1), (6.2.2), and part (ii) 
establish (iii). 
(iv) Since CT2 : T3] = CT2 Ty : T,], (iv) follows from (iii). 
(v) Since (xa) and <x$‘) are conjugate in A and IC,;+.,(xA)J = 
JC,,,(x’,z )I, xA has the same number of fixed points on T2/T3 as on 
T2T7/T3. Now (v) follows from (ii) and (iii). 
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(vi) Observe that TJT, admits (A, 0) by Theorem 5.8(i) and part 
(i). We may clearly suppose that (T,/T,I 2 1. So [T, : T,] = 2’ or 23 by 
(iv). Since (A, D)/WgS3 x S,, combining Lemma 3.l(iii) and (v) gives 
that xD centralizes T,/T,. 
LEMMA 6.3. T, B G. 
Proof. We suppose T2 g G and argue for a contradiction. By 
Lemma 5.4(iii), T, n Hz/T2 admits J and (since [T, : T,] =2’) 
IT, n HI/T,1 = 24. From Lemmas 6.2(ii) and 3S(ii) and Theorem 5.8(ii) 
there exists exactly three B-invariant subgroups, say R,, R,, and R,, 
strictly between T, n H, and T, as indicated in the subgroup lattice shown 
in Fig. 10. So T, n H2/T2 has one non-central J-chief factor which must 
have order 23 and is either 
T, n H,/R, or WT2. 
Also, from Lemmas 3S(ii) and 6.l(ii), we must have 
(i) (T,nH3)nR22R, 
(ii) [(T,nH,)nR,: Tz]=22 and (T,nH,)nR,aA. 
(6.3.1) 
Since T, n Hz/R, splits as a B-module, T, n H,/R, cannot be a 3-dimen- 
sional GF(2) L,(2)-module. So R,/T, must be a J-chief factor. In 
particular, R,a C implies (T, n H,)n R,a C since T, n H,s L by 
Lemma 6.l(ii). Hence, using (6.3.l)(ii), 
(T,nH,)nR,dL, 
and consequently (T, n H3) n R,/T, admits L. Since A acts irreducibly on 
(T, n H3) n R2/T2 which has order 2*, Lemma 3.l(iii) forces xc to 
fN2 
Q 
R2 
z2 
R 
R* 
2 
I 
T2 
FIGURE 10 
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centralize (T, n H3) n R2/T2. But then ]C,&xC)] > 22 which cannot 
occur in a 3-dimensional irreducible GF(2) L,(2)-module, and with this 
contradiction we have established Lemma 6.3. 
LEMMA 6.4. For any c E C\S, T, = T2 n TS. 
Proof. Since each S-coset of C contains an element y such that y2 E S 
and T2 a S, we may assume that c2 E S. We have that (O,(C), c) 
normalizes T2 n T; and, because T3 g C by Lemma 6.2(i), T, < T2 n T;. 
From Lemma 6.2(vi) and Lemma 2.l(iii) we obtain 
T,nT;9(x,,c,O,(C))=(D,C) 
whence T2 n Tg < T, n TT = T,. Thus T2 n T; = T,. 
In our next lemma we determine which of the possibilities in 
Lemma 6.2(iv) hold. 
LEMMA 6.5. [ T2 : T3] = 22. 
ProoJ If T, = T3, then T2 d G by Theorem 58(i) and Lemma 6.2(i). 
So, in view of Lemmas 6.2(iv) and 6.3 we only need show that 
[T2: Tj]=23 is impossible. Suppose [T2 : T,] = 23 holds and put 
Y = T2 Ti*. Set P= Y/T, and use the usual bar notation. From Lemma 6.2, 
7 admits L and 1 yl =26. Also, Lemma 6.2(v) gives IC,,(x,)] =2= 
IC,k4)I. 
Let X be such that Ts < X< Y and X is an L-chief factor. Suppose 
1x1 < 22. We note, because T3 = T2 n T;*, that B & TZ. So 8T2/T2 is a 
non-trivial A-invariant subgroup of y/T,. Thus Ix~2/T21 2 22 by Lem- 
ma 6.2(ii). Hence 1x1 = 22 and X is an irreducible A-module. Consequently -- 
xc must centralize X By Lemma 3.l(ii), since Cr,r(xA) # 1, Y/Xcannot be 
an L-chief factor. Since lCr,r(~~)I = 22 there must be an L-chief factor in -- 
Y/X of order 22 upon which A acts non-trivially. Hence we see that 
ICp(xc)l >24. Since [P: T2] = 23 this gives C,(x,)# 1 and so xc nor- 
malizes a non-trivial subgroup of T2 which is against Lemma 6.4. Hence 
181 >22, and so 1x1 =24 by Lemma 3.1(i). -- 
Suppose, for the moment, that Cp(xc) # 1. Then, as 1 Y/Xl = 22 and 
CK(xc) = 1, we must have B= XCr(x,). Since IT21 = 23, T2 4 A, and 
CR(xA ) = 1, we deduce that x n T2 has index 2 in TZ and consequently 
RF2 has index 2 in j? Noting that XT2 is normalized by xc we infer that 
T, Tl;2 # Y and hence [T, : T2 n TF] < 23. This contradicts Lemma 6.4 and 
so we conclude that Cy(xc) = 1. 
We now show that Cr(x=) = 1 itself leads to a contradiction. From the 
J-chief series 
M>R>T>T,>T,nH, 
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of MIT, n H, (since /M/RI = IR/TI = IT,/T, n H,I =2’ and IT/T,1 =2) we 
deduce that 
IC MIT, r\ H*(XC)I = z4. 
So, since [T, n H, : H, n T, I= 2 and H3 n TI 3 C, 1 CO~(CJ,H~ n r,(Xc)i = 25. 
Hence 
IC P/Hjn T,(XC)I = 24. (6.51) 
Appealing to Lemma 6.l(iii), (6.5.1) yields that (note that xc normalizes 
H,) 
ICH3,H~r, 7’,txC)I = 22. (6.5.2) 
By Lemma 6.2(iii), Y= T2T2 = H, n T, and so, (6.5.2) and Cp(xc) = 1 
imply 
ICHJ,T~bC)l = z2. (6.5.3) 
By Lemmas 6.1(i) and 6.2(i), H3/T3 admits (C”,, D”,). Consulting 
Lemma 4.7 we see that (Co,, 0:) covers (C, D) and hence 
Applying Lemma 3.3 to (Cz, D”,) acting upon H3/T3 and using (6.5.3) 
gives 
22= IC H,,&C)I = ICH,,T,(Xdl. 
However, by Lemma 6.2(vi), xD centralizes T2/T3 which has order 23. Thus 
we have shown that [ T2 : T3] = 23 is untenable and Lemma 6.5 is proven. 
Having discovered all we can about T3, we now define another subgroup 
of S. Let b, E B\S, c3 E C\S be chosen so that b:, c:, (b3c3)3 E M. Then we 
define 
T4=T3nTy. 
LEMMA 6.6. (i) [T, : T4] < 22. 
(ii) T4s (B, C, 0). 
Proof: By Theorem 5.8(i) and Lemma 6.5, T2 9 B and [Tz : T3] = 22 
and hence CT3 TF : T3] < 22 which then yields (i). 
From Lemma 6.4, T3 = T2 n Ty . Thus, since T2d B and T3 AS, the 
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same argument as is used in Lemma 6.2(i) gives T4 _a (B, C). Therefore, as 
T3 ZGI D by Lemma 6.2(i), Lemma 4.9 gives 
TeNW,DO,)=(B,C,D), 
so proving (ii). 
We now present a potpourri of facts about subgroups lying between 
H, n T, and T4. Much of this information will be employed in Lemma 6.8. 
LEMMA 6.7. (i) O*(C) centralizes H, n T,/T, Ty. 
(ii) CT2&c) = TJT4. 
(iii) A acts irreducibly upon the fours group T, JT,. 
(iv) L acts irreducibly upon T,T’:/T, (which has order 24). In 
particular, both xA and xc act fixed-point-freely on T, T’,‘/T,. 
(VI c H2m T,,T,(xc) has index 24 in H, n T,/T,. 
(vi) C,,;,(x,) has index 22 in T,/T,. 
(vii) T4 < T3. 
Proof. Combining Lemmas 6.2(ii), (iii) and 6.5 we have that 
T, Ty/T, is the unique (minimal) A-invariant subgroup of 
T, n W/T, of order 22. (6.7.1) 
(i) From Lemmas 6.l(ii) and 6.2(iii) and (6.7.1), [T, n H3 : T2Ti2] 
= 2 = [H, n T, : T, n H3]. Since C normalizes H, n T,, T, n H,, and 
T, Ty (by Lemmas 5.4(iii), 6.l(ii), and 6.2(iii)), (i) follows immediately. 
(ii) By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.6, TX/T4 has order at most 22 and admits 
(C, 0). Hence 02( (C, D)) centralizes TJT,, and so T,/T, G C,,,,(x,). 
Using Lemma 6.4 now yields (ii). 
(iii) We have 
T2 TS2/T2 2~ Ts2/T2 n TT = T’;2/T, 
Hence, by (6.7.1), xA acts fixed-point-freely upon Ty/T, and then x2’ also 
acts fixed-point-freely on T,/T,. Since (x”) and (x2’) are conjugate in 
A, we have xA acting fixed-point-freely on the fours groups T,/T,, whence 
(iii) holds. 
(iv) By (6.7.1) and part (iii), xA acts fixed-point-freely upon 
T,Ty/T, (which has order 24). If L didn’t act irreducibly on T,TT/T,, 
then Lemma 3.l(iii) would force xc to centralize T,Ty/T,. But then, using 
Theorem 5.8(i), 
T,d(A,B,D,x,)=(A, B,C, D>=G, 
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contradicting Lemma 6.3. Therefore L acts irreducibly on T2 TYJT,, and 
we have (iv). 
(v) This follows from parts (i), (ii), and (iv). 
(vi) Observe, from Lemmas 54(iii) and 6.6(ii), that H, n T,/T, 
admits (B, C). Therefore Lemma 3.3 and part (v) imply that 
C Htn T,,T4(xB) must have index 24 in H, n T,/T,. Combining Lemmas 3.5, 
5.5, and Theorem 5.8(ii) we see that CHZr\ T,,TZ(~B) has index 22 in 
H, n T,/T, from which the desired conclusion follows. 
(vii) If T4 = T,, then T3 g (A, B) by Lemmas 6.2(i) and 6.6(ii). So 
T,/T, admits (A, B). Now Lemmas 3.4(i) and 6.5 force xA to centralize 
T2/T3, against part (iv). Thus T4 < T3. 
LEMMA 6.8. T, contains a subgroup H4 with the following properties: 
(a) T3<H4, [T2:H4]=2. 
(b) H,_aB. 
ProoJ From Lemmas 5.5 and 6.6(ii) we have that (B, C) normalizes 
both H, n T, and T4. So H2 n T1/T4 admits (B, C) and most of our proof 
consists of analysing this action. Put H, n T, = H, n T,/T, and employ the 
usual bar notation. Note that by Lemmas 6.6(i) and 6.7(vii), IH2 n T,) = 2’ 
or 2’. 
Suppose P< T2 is such that Pa B and I yl= 22. If, 
further, Cy(xB)= 1 and 1 Pn T3/ =2, then the lemma 
holds. (6.8.1) 
If 1 T3;I = 2, then T3 < P and we may take the inverse image of Y in T, as - - 
our H4. So we may assume I Tj;I = 22. Thus TJ Y has index 2 in T2 and, - - 
clearly, T3 Ya S. Using Lemma 6.7(vi) and the assumption Cp(xB) = 1 -- -- 
gives T2 = FCrZ(xB) whence xB also normalizes T3 Y. So Tj Y ZA B and the - -. 
inverse image of T3 Y m T2 gives the desired H4. This proves (6.8.1). 
We now begin scrutinizing the action of (B, C) upon H2 n T1. Let X, 
be such that T4 < X, < H, n T, with X,/T, a (B, C)-chief factor. 
IX,I = 23. (6.8.2) 
First we consider the case Ix,1 = 2. Then X, T2/T2 is a normal subgroup 
of T, n W/T, of order at most 2 which must be centralized by S. So by 
Lemmas 3.5(ii) and 6.7(iv), 
X, T,/T, d C T ,  n U’,T@) 6 T2 TW’2. 
Thus X, < T2 Ty. Since Xi T3/T3 is normalized by C and has at most order 
2, Lemma 6.7(iv) forced X, < T3. However, this yields 
T, -C X, < T, n T F = T4. 
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So we conclude that IX, 1 # 2. If IX, 1 = 2’ were to hold, then we would 
have X, = H, n T,. Lemma 6.7(v) then yields that CK,(xc) has order 24 
and consequently Ix,1 = 2* cannot occur by Lemma 3.2(iii). So, by 
Lemma 3.2(i), 1X,( = 23 is the only possibility. 
Either the lemma holds or X, n TZ = 1. (6.8.3) 
Suppose X, n FZ # 1 holds. Observe that X, $ T2, and therefore 
Ix, n T2j =2 or 2* by (6.8.2). If IX, n T2;I =2 were to hold, then, as 
T2 A B, X, T21T2 would be a B-invariant subgroup of order 22 and so xs 
would centralize X1 T2/T2 by Lemma 3S(ii). But then IC,,(x,)l 2 2*, 
contrary to the structure of a 3-dimensional GF(2) L,(2)-module. Hence 
IX, n rl’,l = 2*. 
By properties of 3-dimensional irreducible GF(2) L,(2) modules (as 
X, n T2 I! B), I C,, n rJxe)l = 2. Thus, using Lemma 6.7(ii), 
1(X, n T2) n T31 = 2. 
Since C rln rZ(xB) = 1, taking X, n T2 as Pin (6.8.1) we see that the lemma 
holds. So we have established (6.8.3). -- - 
In view of (6.8.3) we shall now assume that X, n T2 = 1. Hence X, T2/T2 
is a B-invariant subgroup of m/F2 of order 23. Combining 
Lemmas 3S(ii), 6.2(ii), 6.5, and 6.7(iv) gives that 
Since O*(C) centralizes T, n H2/T2Ty by Lemma 6.7(i), this yields 
- - 
X, T, a (B, O*(C)) = (B, C>. 
Let X2 be such that 
T,<X,<X,<X,T, 
and X,/X, is a (B, C)-chief factor. 
IX,/X,I = 23. (6.8.4) 
We look at the possibility IX,/X,I = 2. Then 18, n T21 = 2 (recall that 
8, n T2= 1). Suppose, for the moment, that X2n T3 = 1. Then, as - - - - 
IX21 = 24, X,T3/F3 has order 24. So, because X, T2/T3 has order 2’, - - - - - - 
X2 T3/T3 has index 2 in X, T2/T3. We claim that X2 T3f T3 #m/Z/T,. For 
suppose the claim is false, then X2 T3 = T2 T;2. Thus, as T3 < T2 < T2 T;2, 
T2T;2=X2T3=X T 2 2 
481/141,‘-16 
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and the latter group, as T, A B, is normal in B. Hence, by Lemma 6.2(iii) 
T2 Ty s (A, B), 
which is contrary to T, n W/T, being an (A, B)-chief factor. So we must -- - 
have X, TJT, # m/T, and consequently 
is a subgroup of -IT3 of index 2 which, since C normalizes T,TT, T3, 
and X,, is also normalized by C. But then xc cannot act fixed-point-freely 
on T2Ty/T3 ( zc T2TT/T3), contrary to Lemma 6.7(iv). Consequently we 
must have X2 n T3 # 1, whence 
l#R*r\T&X*nT* and IR,n T,I =2 
implies X2 n T3 = X2 n TZ. In particular, X2 n TZ < T3 and so, since 
Y? n TZ is normalized by B, the definition of T4 forces XZ n TZ = 1, whereas 
1X2 n T,I = 2. Hence we conclude that IX,/X,I # 2. Because 
Lemma 3.2(i) yields that IX,/X,( = 23. This proves (6.8.4). 
Since [TZ:T3]=2* by Lemma6.5 and lXznF2;I=23 we have 
& n T, = (X2 n &) n F3 # 1. From Lemma 6.7(ii), xc centralizes X2 n T3 
and so 
Thus (X2 n T3) X,/X, is normalized by C and centralized by xc. Because 
X2/X, is a 3-dimensional irreducible GF(2) L,(2)-module by (6.8.4) we 
then must have I (X2 n F3) X,/B,) = 2. Further there exists P, such that 
with Yr a B, ) P,/xrj = 2*, and P,/x, admitting xg fixed-point-freely. 
Now we consider P, n T2. Clearly this is a B-invariant group. Since 
Y1 = (Pi n F2) 8, and so, as 8, n T2 = 1, 
F,/X, zB F1 n Tz. 
Hence, in particular, xs acts fixed-point-freely on P, n Tz. 
Now, as 8, >(zzn Fs)X, and 12n T3 d T2, we have Y, n Tz3 
T2n T3. Because [T, : TY] = 2* and IX,n T21 = 23 we then have that 
I(P, n T,)n F3;I 22. If P, n T2< T3 were to hold, then xc would 
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centralize Y, n TZ by Lemma 6.7(ii) whence xc would centralize 
(F’lnT2)X,/R1zB PI/R,, which is impossible. Therefore, as 19, n T2[ = 
22, I( 9, n T,) n T3;I = 2 and appealing to (6.8.1) with Y, n 7, in place of P 
finally completes the proof of Lemma 6.8. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 6.8 is the final result of this 
section. 
LEMMA 6.9. [ T3 : T4] = 2 and T, 4 G. 
Proof: By Lemmas 6.5 and 6.8, [H, : T,] = 2 and H, 2 T, Ty. Now 
Lemma 6.7(vii) implies [T, : T4] = 2. Suppose T, 4 G holds. Then T,/T., 
admits (A, B). Since IT,/T,I =23, O’((A, B)) centralizes T,/T, by 
Lemma 3.4(i) which contradicts Lemma 6.7(iv). Therefore T, 4 G. 
7. LOCATING S, 
In this section we finally run S, to ground. Our main effort is expended 
in Theorem 7.1 with Theorem 7.2 completing the job. 
Let /?E B\S and a E A\S be chosen so that B2, a’, (/?a)’ EN. By 
Lemma 2.3(i), (ii) this is possible. Put T, = T4 n Ti. In the course of the 
next result we shall also encounter the subgroups 
T, := T5 n T$ 
T, := coreA T., 
T,:=T,nTf 
T, := T8 n T” 8 
T,O := Ts n T$, 
where c4 and d, are, respectively, certain elements of C and D (see (7.1.14) 
of Theorem 7.1 for their definition). 
THEOREM 7.1. We have [ T4 : T,] = 2 and one of the following holds: 
(a) T, 9 G with T2/ T5 a chief factor for (A, B) of order 24. 
(b) T,,(lG with T,/T,, T,/T,, and Tg/T,, being chief factors for 
(A, B) of order, respectively, 26, 2, and 2. 
Proof: From Lemma 6.6(ii), T, 4 (B, C, D) and so Lemma 6.9 implies 
T, < T4. Since a* E S and, by Lemma 6.9, [T, : T4] = 2 we have 
[T4 : T,] k2 and TS is normalized by (O,(A), a, CO,, D”,). 
(7.1.1) 
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If T{ = T, , then (7.1.1) and Lemma 2.1 (iii) yield that T, a G. Because A 
acts non-trivially upon TJT, by Lemma 6.7(iii) and 1 T,/T,I = 24, Lem- 
ma 3.4(i) implies that T2/T, is a chief factor for (A, B). Thus we have (a) 
holding. So we now assume that Tf # T,. Since T4 9 B by Lemma 6.6(ii) 
and [T, : TJ = 23, (7.1.1) gives 
[T,:T,]=2 and [T,: T,] =25. (7.1.2) 
We wish to bring H4 (as introduced in Lemma 6.8) into the action so as 
to investigate Ts. Two easy observations presage the re-entry of H4. 
(i) H,nHi= T,. 
(ii) T3 n Tf: = T4. 
(7.1.3) 
Combining Lemmas 6.5 and 6.8 gives T3 <H, < T,, [H4 : T,] = 2, and 
H4 g S. Lemma 6.7(iii) now forces H, n H: = T3, so giving (i). 
If Tt = T,, then T3 4 B by Lemma 6.2(i) which means T3 = T,, contrary 
to Lemma 6.9. So Tf # T3 and then [ T3 : T4] = 2 and T4 a B yield (ii). 
Using (7.1.3) gives 
T4=T3nTt=(H4nHi)n(H,nH;)B 
=H4nH:nH2B, 
since Hz = H4. And then, by definition of T,, 
T, = T4 n T; 
= ( H4 n Hi n HzB) n (H4 n Hi n Hip)* 
=H,nHznHiBnH;Ba 
= T, n H;@, 
using Hz2 = H4. Continuing we obtain 
T6=T5nT; 
=(T4nHiB”)n(T4nHiB”)B 
= T4 n Hipa n H;fl’fi (since T4 a B) 
= T, n H;B”B. 
Since T; = T, by (7.1.1), we have Tz = T, n H,“fl”fl”. Because H4 g B, 
H4 < N and fi2, a2, @a)’ EN we obtain 
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Thus a normalizes Ts. Since I* normalizes T, by (7.1.1), we also have 
T{ = T6. Further T, a O,(A) by (7.1.1) and O,(A) n O,(A)B > No (recall 
that N,, is such that N, > N and N,,/N = COZcBjIN (B)) give 
Now N, = NK(T6) n O,(A) would imply that a normalizes N,, which is 
impossible by the structure of K/N g 3,. So [O,(A) : NK( T6) n O,(A)] < 2 
and therefore 
NK(T6) 2 (By a, No, C02(A), al >. (7.1.4) 
Appealing to Lemma 2.3(iii) yields a subgroup F where N < F6 NK( T,) 
and F/N E A,. Moreover there is an x E F such that (x) E Syl, B. Thus, as 
T2 d K, we have F acting upon TJT, and, by (7.1.2), IT2/T61 = 2’. 
Since T4 d B by Lemma 6.6(ii), x acts upon T4/T6. If C,,,(x) # 1 then 
(as IT4/T61 =22) x must centralize T4/T6 whence, by (7.1.1) and Lem- 
ma 2.l(iii), 
T,d (O,(A),a,x, C”,,D”,)= (A, B, C”,,D”,>=G. 
This is against our present supposition that T, # T6. So C,,,(x) = 1 must 
hold. By Lemma 6.7(vi) (and 1 T,/T,l = 23) IC,,,(x)l = 2. Hence 
I C,,&)l = 2. (7.1.5) 
Lemma 3.7, (7.1.2), and (7.1.5) together imply that T2/T6 has exactly one 
non-central F-chief factor which is of order 24. Let T6 < X-c T2 be an 
F-chief series for T2/T6, and let y be an element of F of order 5. Suppose 
IX/T,1 = 24. Then 
W-6 = CTJT,, xl = CTJT.s, ~1 
by Lemma 3.7. Since 1 T,/H,I = 2 and H4 9 B, (7.1.5) implies that 
[TJT,, x] = H4/T6, whence X= H4. But then 
H4 = x11 (B, y) = (A, B), 
contrary to Lemma 6.7(iii). Consequently IX/T,1 = 2 must hold. Since 
O,(A) normalizes T, by (7.1.1) and IT,/T,I =2, N must centralize Ts/T6. 
Now T, #X because we have Tf # T, and so 
XlT, < C,,&‘O 
Because T2/X is an F-chief factor this forces C,,,(N) = T2/T6. Thus 
N centralizes T2/T6. (7.1.6) 
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WC now study T, = core A T4. Note that T, < T, for T, = T, gives, using 
Lemma 2.l(iii) and (7.1.4), that 
Tc,q <O,(C), lt a> = (A, B>. 
Now xA cannot centralize T,/T, since T, B G and so, since 1 T3/T61 = 2’, 
lCT3,,T66(x,, )I = 2. Hence IC T2,T&xA)I = 2 by Lemma 6.7(iii). From (7.1.5), 
ICr,,,,(x,)( = 2 also. Since T,/T, has order 2’ and admits (A, B) this 
contradicts Lemma 3.6(i). Thus T, < T, as asserted. 
If T,= T,, then by (7.1.4) 
T, 9 (4 P> = (A, B) 
and just as above a contradiction results. So T, # T, and, as 
[T,: T6] =2= [T,: T,], this gives 
[T,:T,nT,]=2. (7.1.7) 
Nowletr*~A\Sbesuchthata*2,(/?a*)’~Nandaa* ‘$S.Suchaa* 
is guaranteed by Lemma 2.3(i), (ii). Set T: = T,n F,’ and 
T,* = T: n TTB. The same proofs used in (7.1.4) and (7.1.7) give 
[T,: T:]=2, 
[T, : T, n Tt] = 2 and NJ Tz) b (/I*, a, IV,, [O,(C), a*] >. 
(7.1.8) 
Since T4 (1 S and ra * -- ’ 4 S. 
T,= T,n Tin T;‘= T,n T:. (7.1.9) 
From T, < T, and [ Tg : T,] = 2 = [ T4 : T:] we also observe that 
[T4: T,]=22. (7.1.10) 
T,--Q (A, C, 0). (7.1.11) 
Recalling that T4 4 (C, D), Lemma 4.9 gives that (CO,, D”,) nor- 
malizes both T5 and T:. Thence (7.1.9) yields that 
T,=T,nT:~(A,CO,,D’:)=(A,C,D), (7.1.12) 
so proving (7.1.11). 
T,=T,nT,*. (7.1.13) 
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The definition of Ts and (7.1.9) give 
T8=T7nT{L(T,nT:)n(T,nTf)P 
=(T,nTt)n(T:nTf) 
=T,nT,*, 
as required. 
Our next statement puts our task into sharper focus. 
Either [T, : T,] = 22 or alternative (b) of the theorem 
holds. (7.1.14) 
From (7.1.13) 
T,=T,nT,*=(T,nT,)n(T,*nT,). 
Thus, by (7.1.7) and (7.1.8), [T, : T,] ~2~. If T,= T,, then (7.1.13) shows 
that T,< I-,, contrary to (7.1.7). 
Now we examine the case when [T7 : T,] =2 and will show that 
possibility (b) of the theorem must hold. From (7.1.13), T, 6 T6 n T, 
whence (7.1.7) forces T, = T, n T,. Hence a normalizes T, since a nor- 
malizes T6 by (7.1.4). Thus, using Lemmas 2.1 (iii) and 4.9 and (7.1.12), we 
obtain 
Ts d (O,(B), S, a, 0;) = (B, A, D”,) = (A, B, 0). 
Since IC T2,T,(~,,)I = 1 by Lemma 6.7(iii) and IC,,,,(x,)l = 2 we see that 
JC,,,,,,(x,)l = 22. Drawing on (7.1.5), Ti= T6 and [T6 : T,] =2 gives 
IC,,;,,(x,)l = 22. Now 1 T,/T,I = 2’j and Lemma 3.4(ii) yield that T,/T, is 
a chief factor for (A, B). 
From Lemma 6.6(ii) and (7.1.12) T,/T, (which has order 22) admits 
(D, C) and so, 02( (D, C)) centralizes ‘f’,/T,. In fact O’(D) centralizes 
T,/T, since T,, d D and [T, : Ts] = 2. Also note that ICY,,,,-,(x,)1 = 2. 
Suppose T, d C. Then TJT, admits (B, C) and 02(C) centralizes T,/T,. 
Hence 02( (B, C)) centralizes T,,/T,, which is impossible. Therefore 
T, 5 C. 
Let h4~ B\S and C.,E C\S be such that b:, c:, (b4c,,)3 E M, and put 
T9 = T,n Tp. Observing that T, = T, n TT, the argument used in 
Lemma 6.2(i) together with Lemma 4.9, T, zz C, and TB 9 A yields 
T9 zs (B, C, A;) = (A, B, C). 
Since [T, : T,] = 2, it follows that [ Ts : Ty] = 2. Now we choose cg E C\S, 
d, E D\S such that d:, c:, (c,d,)3E V, and set T,“= T,n T$. Since 
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T,BCand [T,:T,]=2, T,=T,nT~.Nowjust asabove,as T, aD 
and T9 A (A B), we obtain 
T,,a(C,D,BO,,AO,)=(A,B,C,D)=G. 
Because [ Ts : TV] = 2 and T, 4 D, [T, : T,,] < 2. If T9 = T,, holds, then 
O’(D) centralizes T,/T, and hence T4/T9 is centralized by 02(D). But 
then, as T4/T9 admits (C, D), 02( (C, D)) centralizes T4/T9 whence 
T, g C, a contradiction. Consequently [Tg : T,,] = 2 and so (b) holds. 
Thus we have proved that [T, : T,] = 2 implies statement (b) of the 
theorem, so establishing (7.1.14). 
We now assume [T, : T,] = 22 and seek a contradiction. In view of 
(7.1.14) this, when attained, will complete the proof of the theorem. The 
subgroup lattice shown in Fig. 11, collating information from (7.1.2), 
(7.1.7), (7.1.8), (7.1.9), and (7.1.13), gives the present situation. 
N centralizes T,lT,. (7.1.15) 
Because T,II (A, B), (A, B) normalizes CT,, N]. By (7.1.6), 
[ T2, N] < T6 < T4 and hence [ T2, N] < core, T4 = T, which then gives 
[T2, N] < T,n Tf= Ts. This proves (7.1.15). 
Observe, since T, _a S, that O,(B) acts upon T,/T,. Set 
. T$<(A, B, D> 
2 
” H4 
2 
” T+l <A,C,D> 
2 
+s 
FIGURE 11 
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C,,,,,(T,/T,)=B,. Since T,/T, is a fours group, [O,(B) : B,] <2 and 
also (7.1.15) implies that N<B,. 
One of the following holds. 
(i) Ts g (A, B). 
(ii) T8 9 B and O,(A) centralizes T,/T,. 
(7.1.16) 
Suppose B, C O,(A), and choose ZE B,\O,(A). Then T7 a A and 
(7.1.4) imply that 
(z, u, N,,, [O,(A), a] ) normalizes T6 n T7. 
Now ZES\O,(A) and creA\S means that (z,a) covers A/O,(A). 
Appealing to Lemma 2.2 we see that NA( T, n T,) has index at most 2 in A. 
Therefore O*(A) normalizes T, n T, and by a similar argument O*(A) also 
normalizes Tz n T,. Consequently O*(A) normalizes 
(T,nT,)n(T,*nT,)=T,nT,*=T,, 
using (7.1.13). So (O*(A), /?, O,(B)) normalizes T8 and then Lemma 2.1 (iii) 
yields alternative (i). 
Now we suppose B, < O,(A). Then B, = O,(A) n O,(B). By Lemma 2.2, 
[a, O,(A)] & O,(A)n O,(B). Recalling that, by (7.1.4), [a, O,(A)] 
normalizes T6 n T,, we infer that O,(A) = ([a, O,(A)], O,(A) n O,(B)) 
normalizes T6 n T7. Similarly we see that O,(A) normalizes Tz n T, and 
thus O,(A) normalizes 
Consequently 
(Ten T7)n(T,iJn T,)= T,. 
T, d (O,L4), O,(B), B> = B. 
Noting that we have also shown that [O,(A), T,] d Tsr this completes 
the proof of (7.1.16). 
From (7.1.16) we have that Ts or B. Thus Td = T4/T8 admits B, and has 
order 24. 
(i) There are no proper B-invariant subgroups of T4 
which contain T7. (7.1.17) 
(ii) For any be B\S, Ts = T, n T:. 
If (i) were false, then [T, : T, n Tf] would be at most 2, contrary to our 
assumption [ T7 : T8] = 2*. 
Because each right coset of S in B contains an element p such that p* E S 
and T, _a S, we may assume without loss of generality that b* E S. Thus b 
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normalizes T,T$. We claim that [T4, O,(A)] < T,. We have T, 4 A, 
T, 4 S, and [T3: T,]=2 which gives [T,, O,(A)] < T4 and 
[T,, O,(A)] _a A. Hence we obtain 
CT4, h(A)1 G CT3, O,(A)1 <core, T4= T,, 
as claimed. Therefore, as T, d T, T$6 T4, 
T7Tf;s (O,(A), 6) = B. 
Part (i) now forces T,T;= T4 and so [T, : T, n T$] = 2*. Since Ts 5 B 
and [ T7 : T,] = 2’, this gives T, n T$ = T,. 
Now we choose c5 E C\S such that there exists a b, E B\S for which c:, 
b:, (c,b,)3 E M, and set T,, = Ts n TF. Arguing as in Lemma 6.2(i), using 
(7.1.17)(ii), and the fact that T, a C (by (7.1.12)), we obtain 
T,, 9 (4 0 (7.1.18) 
We now put F4 = T,/T,, and note that (B, C) acts upon F4’,. Since 
T, g C and [T, : T8] = 22, we infer that 24 < 1 F4:,I < 26. 
C,(x,) = 1. (7.1.19) 
Recall that x( E Fn B) normalizes T6. So x acts upon T4/T6 and T,/T,. 
If x centralizes T,/T,, then x would normalize T6 n T7 whence 
T,n T;> Ten T,> T8, 
contrary to (7.1.17)(ii). Thus x does not centralize T,/T,. 
If x were to centralize T4/T6, then x would normalize T, which using 
(7.1.1), then yields 
T, A (O,(A), a, x> = (4 B). 
But this implies T, = coreA T4 2 T5, contradicting (7.1.11). Therefore x 
does not centralize T,/T,. Since both T4/T6 and T6/Ts have order 2*, we 
conclude that C,(x)= 1. Now (7.1.19) follows since (x>. and (xA) are 
conjugate in A. 
We have (7.1.16)(b) holding and so, in particular, O,(A) 
centralizes T,/Tp . (7.1.20) 
Suppose (7.1.16)(a) were to hold. Then (A, B) acts upon T,/T,. Now 
B acts upon T,fT, with IC,,, (x~)] = 2. Thus, employing (7.1.19), we have 
lC,,,(x,)l = 2. Since 1 T2/T81 = 2’, Lemma 3.6(ii) shows this situation to 
be impossible. Therefore (7.1.16)(b) holds, as asserted. 
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A further consequence of (7.1.19) is 
1 TJ = 26 and in a chief series for (B, C), Fd has two chief 
factors each of order 23. (7.1.21) 
By (7.1.21), C&B) G T8/Tll’ Since [PJ = [r, : r,] IT,/T,,I = 
241Ts/T,,I, Lemma 3.2 yields that IF41 = 26 with Td possessing two non- 
central chief factors as the only possibility. So we have (7.1.21). 
Let T,, <R* < T4 be such that 1 < ii* < Td is a (B, C)-chief series for 
Td. So IT,/R*l = IR*/Tlll =23 by (7.1.21). Because IT41 = 24 and, by 
(7.1.19), C,(x,) = 1, every proper non-trivial B-invariant subgroup of Td 
must have order 2*. Now E*F:,, is a B-invariant subgroup of Td containing 
T,, (since Tlog B by (7.1.16)) which has order at least 23 and at most 25 
(because I Fi,J = 2*). Hence lR*T’,,l = 24 and thus 
[ii* : R* n TJ = 2*. (7.1.22) 
Since N,,< O,(A), (7.1.20) gives that N, centralizes T,/Ts= T,. So 
TT < Cr,(N,). Note that N,,g B implies that C,,(N,) is B-invariant. If 
TT = Cr,(N,,), then it follows that T, a B, contrary to [T, : T,] = 2*. Thus 
i=, < C,,(N,,). Appealing to (7.1.17) gives C,,(N,) = Fa. Thus 
[No, TJ 6 T,. (7.1.23) 
Because FJi?* is a chief factor for (B, C>, 
CM, T‘J <ii*, 
and so using (7.1.23) we have 
[Ho, F4] = [Mn No, F4] < R* n T8. (7.1.24) 
We now claim that 
CM, T41 # 1. (7.1.25) 
For suppose [M, Td] = 1 were to hold. Then M would centralize T,/Ts. 
Consequently (7.1.20) forces S= O,(A)M to centralize T,/Ts. Then (7.1.4) 
and (7.1.8) yield that 
and 
TtnT,s(S,a*)=A. 
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This together with (7.1.13) yields that T,AA whence T,_a (A, B), which 
contradicts (7.1.20). Therefore [M, pa] # 1 must hold, as claimed. 
For any c E C\S 
(R*n&)n(j?*n&)c=l. 
For otherwise (as liT* n p8,1 = 2 by (7.1.22)) 
R* n T8 d (B, c> = (B, C>, 
contradicting the fact that R* is a chief factor for (B, C) of order 23. Now 
appealing to (7.1.24) yields, since Fz = pd,, that 
[H,, n H;, F4] < (ii* n T8) n (R* n T8)’ = 1. 
From [4, (3.10)(i)], R = H,, n H; and so [R, F4] = 1. 
So R < C, ( Td). Since C, ( TA) d (B, C> and M/R is a chief factor for 
(B, C), (7.1.25) forces 
R= C&) (7.1.26) 
From (7.1.22) we have Ii?* n Fsl =2 and so (7.1.24) forces 
1 [HO, FJj < 2. Recall that [H,, : R] = 2. Hence I [H,, T4]I = 2 by (7.1.26). 
Now T4 < R and (7.1.26) imply that Fd is abelian. Therefore, as H,, acts as 
an involution upon TdT,, we deduce that [ pd : CF4(HO)] = 2. Moreover, we 
observe that CF4(HO) is B-invariant since H,, a B and that i?* < Cp4(HO) 
since H, < M. Because Ii?* n Fs:,I = 2 and 1 T81 = 22, w*Ts has order 24 and, 
of course, is B-invariant. But now F4 has B-invariant subgroups of order 
24 and 25 both of which contain R* and this contradicts F44/a* being a 
non-central (B, C)-chief factor of order 23. This is the long sought con- 
tradiction to our supposition that CT, : T,] = 22. As noted earlier such a 
contradiction, when attained, completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
The following result reveals the location of S,. 
THEOREM 7.2. In case (a) of Theorem 7.1, SO = T, and in case (b) of 
Theorem 7.1, So = T,,. 
Proof: It is clear that we have 
S,~core<,,,,>Sncore(,,,>S= T,nH,. 
Let dE D\S with d2 E S. By Theorem 5.8(iii) 
SO=S,dG(T1nH2)n(T,nH2)d=T2. 
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Now we consider case (a) of Theorem 7.1. Since T, a G by Theorem 7.1, 
T, < S, and so, as T,/T, is a chief factor for (A, B), either T, = S, or 
T, = S,,. The latter is ruled out by Lemma 6.3 and therefore T, = SO. 
Moving to case (b) of Theorem 7.1 we observe, similarly, that TIO < SO. 
Suppose SO & Ts, then TJT, being an (A, B)-chief factor gives 
T,=SOT,=S,T,, 
whence T2g C by Lemma 6.6(ii). But then T2g G, contrary to 
Lemma 6.3. So S,, d Ts. Hence 
S,=S;< T,n Tc4= T 8 9, 
and then S, < T9 n T$ = T,, which gives T,, = S,. This proves 
Theorem 7.2. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. If case (a) of Theorem 7.1 holds, then we 
takeX,=T,,X,=T,nW,X,=T,,andX,=T,(=S,,byTheorem7.2). 
While in case (b) we take X,=T,, X*=T,nW, X3=T2, X,=T,, 
X5 = T,, and X, = T,, ( = S,,, by Theorem 7.2). Now consulting Lemma 5.1 
and Theorems 5.8 and 7.1 we see that N/S, has an (A, B)-chief series of 
the form stated in the main theorem, and we are finished. 
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